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PROGRAMME
10:00-10:10 Opening of the Workshop. BIOSTATNET.
10:10-10:20 Presentation of the Speakers. Carmen Armero, moderator
(Principal Researcher Valencia-VABAR BIOSTATNET Node). Universitat de
València (Spain).
10:20-10:50 p-values and Bayes Factors, Some Comments About Susie's Work
(to the memory of Susie Bayarri). María Eugenia Castellanos Nueda
(Valencia-VABAR BIOSTATNET Node). Universidad Rey Juan Carlos (Spain).
10:50-11:10 Perceived Exertion vs Cortisol: Predicting Performance Decline in
a Group of Semi-professional Male Basketball Players. Elvira Delgado Márquez
(Castilla la Mancha-OED BIOSTATNET Node). Universidad de León (Spain).
11:10-11:30 Novel Imaging Endpoints and Biomarkers of Response. Nuria
Porta Bleda (Catalunya-BIO BIOSTATNET Node). The Institute of Cancer
Research (The ICR); Clinical Trials and Statistics Unit (ICR-CTSU) (United
Kingdom).
11:30-11:50 Estimating the Real Burden of Disease Under a Pandemic
Situation: The SARS-CoV2 case. Amanda Fernández Fontelo (Catalunya-SEA
BIOSTATNET Node). Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin (Germany).
11:50-12:20 Break.
12:20-12:40 Recent Advances in Joint Modelling for Longitudinal and Survival
Data with Applications in Biomedical Research. Ipek Guler (Galicia
BIOSTATNET Node). Leuven Biostatistics and Statistical Bioinformatics Centre
(L-BioStat) (Belgium).
12:40-12:00 Estimation of the Carrying Capacity in Animal Populations.
Carmen Minuesa Abril (Madrid BIOSTATNET Node). Universidad de
Extremadura (Spain).
12:00-13:20 Identification of Key Factors in Complex Fisheries Management
Simulation Models. Dorleta García (País Vasco BIOSTATNET Node). Sustainable
Fisheries Management Department, AZTI (Spain).
13:20-13:30 Closure.
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SPEAKER 1
María Eugenia Castellanos Nueda (Valencia-VABAR BIOSTATNET Node).
Department of Informatics and Statistics. Universidad Rey Juan Carlos (Spain).
Title
p-values and Bayes Factors, Some Comments About Susie's Work (to the
memory of Susie Bayarri).
Abstract
This talk focuses on highlight Susie’s work concerning the abuse in the use of
the p-value and presenting the calibration she proposed jointly with other
authors to interpret it as a Bayes Factor or a posterior probability.
Other recent calibrations of p-values will be presented jointly with a new one
developed in multiple hypotheses testing problems.
Biographical Sketch
María Eugenia Castellanos is currently Full Professor of Statistics and Operation
Research at Rey Juan Carlos University.
Her research mainly focuses on Bayesian statistics from an objective point of
view: GOF of models from a Bayesian perspective, developing of objective
or default priors for modelling extreme values, construction of objective priors
for model selection in problems with censored data.
All this theoretical development of methodology has been applied also to
practical applications with data in real situations.
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SPEAKER 2
Elvira Delgado Márquez (Castilla la Mancha-OED BIOSTATNET Node).
Department of Economics and Statistics. Universidad de León (Spain).
Title
Perceived Exertion vs Cortisol: Predicting Performance Decline in a Group of
Semi-professional Male Basketball Players.
Abstract
The aim of this study was to explore the relationships between certain physical
performance factors and perceived exertion measured either using game
load (GL) or the biomarker, cortisol (C). Our chosen performance indicators
were acceleration capacity and jump capacity measured, respectively
using 10 m and 20 m sprint times and the countermovement jump (CMJ).
Twenty semi-professional male basketball players (ages: 24.3±3.4 years) took
part in the study which took place during a congested-fixture tournament.
Their performance was monitored in three games played on consecutive
days to assess players’ percentage of maximal actions (PMA).
To evaluate the effects of exertion throughout the tournament, the
concentrations of salivary testosterone (T) and C, sprint and jump capacity
were assessed 24 hours before the first game, immediately after each of the
3 tournament games, and 24 hours after the end of the last game. Panel data
models show that both GL and C, as measures of exertion, are useful
predictors of performance decrease. CMJ models were the most significant
(within-R2 = 0.60 and within-R2 = 0.54 for GL and C respectively). However, it
is only when using C as a measure of exertion that the CMJ model can be
explained through the significant contributions of the control variables T and
PMA. These findings give an important insight into the internal and external
demands on players during basketball game and might be useful in aiding
the coaching decisions during games.
Biographical Sketch
Elvira Delgado has a PhD in Physics and Mathematics from the Universities of
Castilla - La Mancha and Granada. She is currently assistant professor at the
University of León at the Department of Economics and Statistics. Member of
the research group in Macro-Finance and Social Accounting. Member of the
research group on Optimal Design of Experiments.
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SPEAKER 3
Nuria Porta Bleda (Catalunya-BIO BIOSTATNET Node). The Institute of Cancer
Research (The ICR); Clinical Trials and Statistics Unit (ICR-CTSU) (United
Kingdom).
Title
Novel Imaging Endpoints and Biomarkers of Response.
Abstract
Anatomical imaging with computer tomography (CT) and magnetic
resonance (MRI) is used in cancer clinical trials to monitor disease and
determine survival endpoints such as progression-free survival, through
systems such as the Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumours (RECIST).
RECIST measures treatment response by change in the sum of the longest
diameters of target lesions, evolution of non-target lesions and appearance
of new lesions. RECIST is widely adopted as an imaging biomarker that is
objective, and uniform across tumour types, centres and clinical trials.
Various novel functional imaging methods derived from MRI and Positron
Computed Tomography (PET), amongst others, are emerging to evaluate
novel therapies, especially those that do not induce cytotoxicity or target
specific molecular pathways.
These novel methods enable further
assessment of different physiological processes of the tumour
microenvironment such as oxygenation levels, cellularity and vascularity.
In this work, I review the methodological challenges associated with the
qualification of a novel imaging biomarker for use as an endpoint in cancer
clinical trials. Novel biomarkers derived from imaging must undergo validation
and qualification before they can be designated ‘useful tools’ to guide
clinical decisions. Steps include demonstration of a) precise and accurate
measurement (technical validation); b) measuring a relevant aspect of
biology or predicting an outcome (biological and clinical validation); c)
altering ‘clinical decision making’ (qualification).
Often, spatially complex data collected at multiple time points and with
potentially multiple parameter readouts are reduced to single composite
measurements and individual lesions are seldom evaluated.
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Biographical Sketch
Nuria Porta is a Principal Statistician at the Cancer Research UK-funded
Clinical Trials and Statistics Unit at The Institute of Cancer Research (ICR-CTSU),
London, United Kingdom. With more than 10 years’ experience in the design,
methodology and analysis of clinical trials, she currently oversees from design
to analysis a number of trials predominantly in urological cancers, with
particular focus in bladder and metastatic prostate cancer.
Her current research interests are: developing innovative biomarker-driven
early phase trials; qualification of novel imaging endpoints and biomarkers of
response; and developing advanced statistical models to better understand
the course of disease.
Publications: Orcid link, ResearchGate
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SPEAKER 4
Amanda Fernández Fontelo (Catalunya-SEA BIOSTATNET Node). HumboldtUniversität zu Berlin, School of Business and Economics, Chair of Statistics,
Berlin (Germany).
Title
Estimating the Real Burden of Disease Under a Pandemic Situation: The SARSCoV2 case.
Abstract
One of the main challenges in tackling the pandemic caused by SARS-CoV2
is the large number of people who become infected with a mild form of the
disease but can pass it on to others. This causes the number of cases reported
by the authorities, that serve as a basis for public health policies, to be
severely underestimated of the actual number of cases in the population.
We introduce an extension of the model by Fernández-Fontelo et al. (2016)
that allows estimating the under-reporting in time-correlated and nonstationary count data.
In particular, the model assumes a latent process given by an INAR(1) process
and an observed process that reflects only a part of the underlying process.
The model also adjusts the evolution of the SARS-CoV2 pandemic by
introducing a SIR model's approximation into the latent model's structure.
Different methods for forecasting are derived, and a way for recovering the
parameters of the SIR model under the underlying process is discussed.
Several areas of Spain conditioned to different climate conditions and
policies are studied. In the talk, we will discuss some of these areas' results and
the relevance of our method for potential future outbreaks of the SARS-CoV2
pandemic. Further details can be found in Fernández-Fontelo et al. (2020).

Fernández-Fontelo, A., Cabaña, A. Puig, P. and Moriña, D. (2016). Underreported data analysis with INAR-hidden Markov chains. Statistics in Medicine,
35: 4875-4890.
Fernández-Fontelo, A., Moriña, D., Cabaña, A., Arratia, A. and Puig, P. (2020).
Estimating the real burden of disease under a pandemic situation: The SARSPLoS
ONE
15(12):
e0242956.
CoV2
case.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0242956
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Biographical Sketch
Amanda Fernández-Fontelo is a postdoctoral researcher at the Chair of
Statistics at the Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, Germany. She earned her
master's degree in Statistics, Software and Operations Research at the
Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya in 2015, and her Ph.D. in Mathematics
at the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona in 2018.
Her main research is focused on statistical methods for functional data
classification and integer-valued time series.
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SPEAKER 5
Ipek Guler (Galicia BIOSTATNET Node). Leuven Biostatistics and Statistical
Bioinformatics Centre (L-BioStat), Leuven (Belgium).
Title
Recent Advances in Joint Modelling for Longitudinal and Survival Data with
Applications in Biomedical Research.
Abstract
Many follow-up studies in biomedical research produce both repeated
measurements and time-to-event analysis and commonly, it is of interest to
explore the association between them. For this aim, many statistical
developments in joint modelling for longitudinal and time-to-event data have
been proposed in the literature over recent years. A potential problem is
computational issues on this type of modelling approaches. Especially when
dealing with multivariate longitudinal and multivariate survival data. Several
extensions have been proposed recently to overcome those methodological
questions.
In this talk, we will focus on those research questions and will illustrate the
recent developments of joint modelling approaches with biomedical data
applications.
References
Hickey, G., Philipson, P., Jorgensen, A. et al. joineRML: a joint model and
software package for time-to-event and multivariate longitudinal
outcomes. BMC Med Res Methodol 2018: 18, 50.
Rizopoulos D, Joint Models for Longitudinal and Time-to-event Data: With
Applications in R. Boca Raton FL: Chapman and Hall/CRC Biostatistics Series,
2012.
Rizopoulos D. The r package jmbayes for fitting joint models for longitudinal
and time-to-event data using mcmc. J Stat Softw 2016;72:1–46.
Self, S., Pawitan, Y. Modelling a marker of disease progression and ofset of
disease.In:AIDS Epidemiology:Methodological Issues of Eds. Jewell, N.P., Dietz,
K. Farewell, V.T. Boston: Birkhauser. 1992.
Wulfsohn MS, Tsiatis AA. A joint model for survival and longitudinal data
measured with error. Biometrics 1997;53:33
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Biographical Sketch
Ipek Guler is a biostatistician in Leuven Biostatistics and statistical
Bioinformatics Centre (L-Biostat) in Leuven, Belgium. She has a degree on
Statistics in Gazi University (Turkey), master degree in Santiago de Compostela
University (Spain) and currently is a PhD student in Hasselt University (Belgium).
Her research lies on extensions of flexible joint modelling techniques for
multivariate longitudinal and survival data. She has an experience on
statistical consulting in biomedical research for more than 5 years between
Biostatistics group, University of Santiago de Compostela and Maimonides
Biomedical Research Institute of Córdoba.
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SPEAKER 6
Carmen Minuesa Abril (Madrid BIOSTATNET Node).
Mathematics, Universidad de Extremadura (Spain).

Department

of

Title
Estimation of the Carrying Capacity in Animal Populations.
Abstract
Our motivation is to estimate the parameters of branching processes used to
model populations with logistic growth. In particular, we are interested in
estimating the carrying capacity of a population. This parameter represents
the maximum population size of the species that the environment can
maintain in view of the resources available.
We consider discrete-time population-size-dependent branching processes.
These are suitable processes to describe the evolution of populations where
individuals give birth independently of each other and according to some
probability distribution which depends on the current population size. For our
purpose, we assume that the offspring distributions belong to some
parametric family with unknown parameters. Based on the observation of the
population sizes, we develop the weighted least square estimation of the
unknown parameters. We illustrate the asymptotic properties of these
estimators (consistency and asymptotic normality) via numerical examples,
and apply them to estimate the carrying capacity of an endangered
population of birds: the black robin or Chatham Island robin.
This is a joint work with Peter Braunsteins (University of Amsterdam) and Sophie
Hautphenne (University of Melbourne).
Biographical Sketch
Carmen Minuesa Abril received her BSc in Mathematics, BSc in Statistics, and
PhD in Mathematics at University of Extremadura. She has been an assistant
professor at the Autonomous University of Madrid and she is currently working
as an assistant professor at the University of Extremadura. Her research mainly
considers aspects related to branching processes.
In particular, her contributions focused on the statistical inference of the main
parameters of such models and the study of new branching models.
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SPEAKER 7
Dorleta García (País Vasco BIOSTATNET Node). Sustainable Fisheries
Management Department, AZTI (Spain).
Title
Identification of Key Factors in Complex Fisheries Management Simulation
Models.
Abstract
The objective of fisheries management is to ensure the sustainable
exploitation of fishery resources while ensuring the economic efficiency of
fisheries and the social well-being of local communities. Mathematical
simulation models are commonly used to evaluate the performance of
management strategies before they are implemented. One of the main
problems in the implementation of these models is the great uncertainty
inherent to fishery systems, which are affected, among others, by great
natural variability and great uncertainty in the observed data and the
implementation of management measures.
In recent years, the complexity of the models used has increased enormously,
from single species and single fleets models to multi-species and multi-fleet
ones. Thus, the number of input factors has increased enormously. To carry
out an adequate evaluation of management strategies, it is essential to
condition the models adequately and to include the main sources of
uncertainty. However, the lack of knowledge about the real dynamics of the
system and the large number of input factors makes this task difficult. Global
sensitivity analysis characterizes the variability in the output variables of
simulation models, as a function of the variability in the input factors. In the
framework of the fishery management simulation models, global sensitivity
analysis has several applications, from the identification of the key factors in
the conditioning of the model, to the definition of efficient sampling
protocols. In this presentation a practical example for the demersal fishery
that operates in the western part of the Iberian Peninsula will be presented.
Biographical Sketch
Dorleta García’s work is focused on stock assessment, bio-economic
modelling, and statistical data analysis of fisheries systems to ensure a
sustainable exploitation of fishing resources. She has led the development of
the bio-economic mixed fisheries model FLBEIA available as an R package.
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She has special interest in uncertainty and sensitivity analysis of simulation
models. Currently, she is the international coordinator of the assessment of
Northern stock of European Hake and of Mixed Fisheries in Bay of Biscay in
ICES.

